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THE ALBRECHT DECADE:

Soil’
Leads Historic
Growth
‘A Product Of the

A Little More

LIGHT AND MAGIC

It was all smiles for a better-dressed Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
crowd and for former Aggie basketball coach Stew Morrill who
kept things wondrously light as Utah State University’s 2015
commencement speaker. Morrill, who retired earlier this year
after a storied 17 seasons at the Aggie helm, also joined business
icons Crystal Call Maggelet and Richard L. Shipley in receiving
an honorary doctorate that day. In all, USU awarded 1,066
associate, 3,818 bachelor’s, 835 master’s and 104 doctorate
degrees, so folks maybe showed up already happy. But it seems to
us no small gift that the man whose teams went 248-32 at home
could leave us smiling, one more time, warmly wrapped in what
everyone on the planet now refers to as Spectrum Magic. No
small gift, indeed.
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8 NEWS@USU
Paul Parkinson, past president of Utah
State University’s Alumni Association,
thought there ought to at least exist
a counterbalance to a 448-page,
hardcover book of selfies. His resulting
project, Unselfish: Love Thy Neighbor
As Thy Selfie, celebrates stories of
superhuman sacrifices and kindness.
And it might just be shifting a
cultural focus.
12 NEVER BE THE SAME
Aria Rutkowski’s time with her family
was too short; the pull she had on her
nurses maybe too profound. Now,
Utah State University is realizing —
once again — it will likely never be the
same … because of Aria, because of her
nurses and because of an exceptional
family who cherished them both.
28 A TEAM

There are six inductees headed to
the Utah State University Athletics
Hall of Fame this September and in a
recent interview, one of them actually
said, “I’m probably the least athletic
person that will ever be inducted into
an athletic hall of fame.” So, read the
profiles and make your best guesses.
But get your tickets first — this one
is sure to be another riveting evening
with the Aggies.

22
COMING UP RUBIES 22
USU student Michael Royer chases ‘the best day ever’ as
heir apparent to the nation’s oldest heli-skiing outfit. Assistant professor and past TEDxUSU speaker Matthew D.
LaPlante is offering us all a chance to climb in the chopper,
buckle up, and float along on Royer’s life-shifting ride.

ON THE COVER

Utah State University President Stan L. Albrecht, at the
American West Heritage Center in Wellsville, Utah. Donna
Barry, university photographer.
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Another Goldwater
Scholar: SWEET!

Katie Sweet, Utah State University’s
latest Goldwater Scholar.
Photo by Jared Thayne.
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Since childhood, Katie Sweet has enjoyed
mathematics, but it wasn’t until high school
that she discovered her passion for science. A
three-year combined physics and math program
at Cottonwood High School in Salt
Lake City left Sweet recognizing those
disciplines had become “the only career
path” in which she held any interest.
And after Sweet enrolled at Utah
State University, her course only became
clearer. She now plans to pursue graduate
studies in biophysics.
“It’s a great field to best synthesize
my two scientific passions: physics and
biochemistry,” she says. “My undergraduate
education is spanning everything from quantum mechanics to immunology, and I believe
this diversity will give me a broader perspective
while studying complex biological systems.”
Now Sweet, who also sees herself as a
mentor to young women entering the math
and science fields, is USU’s latest nationally
esteemed Goldwater Scholar. David Griffin, a research colleague of Sweet’s, received
honorable mention in the prestigious national
competition for the second consecutive year.
In the lab of physics professor David Peak and
biology professor Keith Mott, the two scholars
are studying how leaves communicate with each
other. Griffin a physics and computer science
major, writes computer programs that Sweet, a
biochemistry and physics major, uses to model
the behavior of plant stomata, pores in leaves
that control gas exchange.
“This is well-deserved recognition for
these students and a tremendous honor for
Utah State University,” said USU President
Stan Albrecht. “This award is a testament to the
exceptional achievements of these individuals
in academics, research and service, as well as the
outstanding mentorship by our faculty.”
USU now boasts 24 Goldwater Scholars
and 12 honorable mention recipients since
1998. Scholarship award recipients receive up
to $7,500 toward annual tuition and expenses,
but the lofty company and prestige may be even
more — well — Sweet.
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Studying — FULL
STEAM AHEAD
As part of his final project for his engineering graphics
course, Utah State University freshman Mitchell Roos
was asked to render a 3-D draft of an 18th century
steam engine once owned by Henry Ford. Using only
photographs for reference, Roos, a mechanical engineering student, approached the task full steam ahead. 		
“I sort of fell in love with designing this thing, and
I became somewhat of a perfectionist in how I designed
and assembled everything,” he said.
The end result?
Roos won top honors in the internationally
celebrated Siemens PLM Student Design Contest, that
honors emerging engineering and technology professionals who use the company’s Solid Edge drafting
software.
His rendering is now slated to be part of the
Siemens calendar for 2016. There were other prizes
involved, too, but maybe none so valuable as the
confidence boost Roos said he can now carry into his
subsequent studies at USU.
“There are so many pieces to engineering,” said
Roos’ instructor John Devitry. “But designing something is really the first part. It’s the core piece of the
puzzle, and it requires collaboration and creativity.”
You can find out more about the Newcomen
steam engine — an English relic that helped power the
early stages of the Industrial Revolution — by visiting
https://www.thehenryford.org/exhibits/pic/2012/12_
august.asp

Mitchell Roos, a USU mechanical engineering
student, shows his internationally celebrated
rendering of the Newcomen steam engine.
Photo by Jared Thayne.
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Heading off to college can be daunting for some students. They are leaving home for the
first time and being dropped in a new and, often, unknown environment. There might
be a tinge of homesickness; and what about the academic challenges? What might have
come so easily in high school isn’t the same at a university. The standards and expectations are higher. And the size of campus? Is it even possible to get from one end to the
other between classes?
There are multiple questions and concerns facing new students as they enter Utah
State University. But there are programs that provide support as well, and one of the
newest programs is coordinated by USU’s Housing and Residence Life office.
A group of students gathered recently to celebrate and express thanks for the Aggie
Smart Start Scholarship program, the foundation of which was laid with a new university provider contract and coordination and special agreements with the business world.
When Utah State University signed a new contract in 2013 with Admiral Beverage
Company and its affiliate Pepsi-Cola of Logan making the soft drink distributor the
exclusive provider on campus, a clause in the contract stipulated that a scholarship fund
would be a part of the agreement.
It was decided that USU’s office of Housing and Residence Life would coordinate
the scholarship program, and Senior Executive Director Steven Jenson soon put together
a team to get the first-of-its-kind program off the ground. The goal? To make the transition into college life a bit easier through a number of resources while building leadership
skills at the same time.

During an evening of recognition,
Aggie Smart Start Scholarship
recipients signed a thank-you card
and enjoyed dinner with business
leaders and university officials. The
scholarship is designed to build
leadership skills and to ease the
transition into college life.
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The scholarship support from the
Pepsi contract provides financial assistance to students and their housing and
dining contracts at USU.
Students went through an application process to meet certain criteria, and a
mix of students were selected as recipients
in the program’s first year under the Pepsi
agreement. Those accepted were granted
scholarships and all live in the Towers
on USU’s campus. As of spring 2015,
approximately 113 students participated
in the Aggie Smart Start Scholarship
program.
The students were divided into
groups of approximately 10, each led by
an academic mentor who offered guidance during the year and directed group
activity sessions. Also included, thanks to
a special agreement with Franklin Covey,
was training in the Seven Habits Signature Program of Highly Effective People.
“One of our objectives is to help students succeed,” said Jenson. “We wanted
to bring everyone in the scholarship program together as a learning community.”

NEWS@USU

“One of our objectives is
to help

students succeed.
We wanted to bring everyone

in the

scholarship program

learning
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According to Jenson, 22 percent
of USU’s students live on campus and
those in the Aggie Smart Start Scholarship Program represent a smaller cohort.
But, figures collected by USU’s Office
of Analysis, Assessment and Accreditation (AAA) show that students living on
campus do better academically than those
who do not. And, the students in the
Smart Start program have even more of a
leg up.
A set of figures prepared by AAA
shows that freshmen and sophomores living on campus have significantly higher
GPAs. The average on-campus freshman
GPA was 2.84 while the off-campus students earned an average 2.64. The GPAs
for sophomores were a bit closer, but the
on-campus group still maintained higher
marks at 3.10 compared to 2.99. When
students from the Smart Start cohort
were compared, they, in turn, had higher
GPAs in both the freshman and sophomore groups.

enson

The AAA office also compared the
number of credit hours taken by students
living on and off campus and found that
students living on campus carry a higher
credit load than those not living on campus. The bottom line for the students —
and, one would imagine their supportive
parents — is that achieving higher grades
and taking more classes speaks highly of
the decision to live on campus and the
support of USU’s Housing and Residence
Life office. That has been the trend for
the past 10 years at USU.
“We have been pleased with the
Smart Start Scholarship program,” Jenson
said. “It will be expanded in 2015-16 and
we hope for even more successes.”
The year-end banquet and recognition evening brought together scholarship
recipients, business leaders and university
officials. Among the guests were representatives of Franklin Covey and Admiral
Beverage Company.

Aggie Smart Start scholarship participants presented a thank-you card that
had been signed by many students that
very evening.
The final speaker was Utah State
University President Stan Albrecht, who
emphasized his commitment to access
to higher education for everyone and
making that access possible, especially
to first-generation university students,
much like he had been. He acknowledged
the partnerships with organizations like
Franklin Covey and Pepsi that provide
resources and financial support to the
students. He also acknowledged that
working with students is a highlight for
him.
“After 10 years as Utah State University’s president, I still wake up excited for
the opportunity of opening these doors
for you,” he said. “Thank you for choosing us. Thank you for being a Utah State
University student.”
— Patrick Williams ’74

SUMMER 2015 I UTAHSTATE
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Participants in Roslynn Brain’s “Sustainable You!” camp discover
macro-invertebrates in their local waterways. Photo by Roslynn Brain.

Utah State University:

WATER EXPERTISE AT ITS SOURCE

View of the Little Bear River, Benson, Utah.
Photo by Tim Daniels.
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Watershed Sciences graduate induction course, Snake
River, Wyo. Photo by Sarah Null.

NEWS@USU

Women from Kajuki, Kenya, wash clothes
in the river that serves as their primary
source of water. Photo by Heather Shipp.

The Virgin River as it flows through Zion National Park.
Photo by Tim Bateman.
Stephen Klobucar, a Ph.D. student in the Budy Fish Ecology Lab, releases an arctic
char after processing as part of the Arctic Long Term Ecological Research program out
of Toolik Field Station, North Slope, Alaska. Photo by Stephen Klobucar.

I

T’S ASTONISHING REALLY, the scope of Utah State University’s expertise when it
comes to one of earth’s most precious resources: water. It’s been part of our core mission
since day one. And with 2015 designated as USU’s Year of Water, it’s been intriguing to
see just how much that leading influence floats to the top, again and again. Case in point?
Just take a moment to soak in these images, which were submitted by USU students,
faculty and staff as part of the Quinney College of Natural Resources’ 2015 Annual Photo
Contest, this year entitled, “Protect Water, Protect Life.” They represent only a sampling,
but as a collection we think you’ll agree they just seem to validate our ever-flowing prowess.
SUMMER 2015 I UTAHSTATE
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Shifting Focus,

Nudging the WORLD
I

S THIS REALLY THE BEST WE CAN DO? Is posting photos of everything we ever
eat, desire, wish to create or accomplish really our most meaningful play? Will selfies,
taken at every site we visit, or with every stranger we bump into, or maybe in our most
private moments truly serve as our lasting legacy?
Well — gratefully — no; at least not if Paul Parkinson ’93 has anything to do with it.
Months ago, when Parkinson — past president of Utah State University’s Alumni Association — heard about the since-released Kim Kardashian Selfish, a 448-page hardcover
book of nothing but selfies celebrating what is arguably one of the most recognizable faces
in the United States, he knew immediately he would have to take action. Better yet, he
knew he could provide a counterbalance. Thus was launched Unselfish: Love Thy Neighbor
8 UTAHSTATE I SUMMER 2015
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“Everybody knows these people.
Everybody’s been affected by someone who has

changed their life for the better.
These stories are abundant

and can’t help but drive us all toward

being a little more

unselfish.”
— Paul Parkinson ’93

as Thy Selfie, Parkinson’s own hardcover
answer to a pervasive culture that can
seem, at times, to be mushing our brains
and numbing our collective heart.
“This isn’t anything against Kim
Kardashian,” Parkinson said. “This is
against the selfish culture. I just think it’s
important that people, and the media,
too, realize there are other things taking
place in society that are so much more
worthwhile and newsworthy.”
Acts of kindness that maybe no one
notices. Extraordinary sacrifices that don’t
go viral; Parkinson has compiled a wideranging 99 stories of some of the best
humanity has to offer. In the process, he
said he also discovered the life-affirming
power that being exposed to a little gooddoing can yield. And he’s experienced it
first-hand.
“I can’t believe there are so many
people doing so many amazing things
and none of us know about it,” said
Parkinson. “There are people all over the
world who have given their whole lives
to service. My wife, Rebecca, who helped
me with this project, has said, numerous
times, it’s restored her faith in humanity,
just by getting a glimpse of how much
good is actually taking place — everywhere we look.”
Parkinson stuck to a few simple
rules in compiling Unselfish. The stories
had to be short. The accompanying photos had to exude punch and verve, and

none of the storytelling could be autobiographical.
“The most powerful stories are told
by someone who was affected by someone
else’s kindness,” Parkinson said.
Parkinson’s Unselfish celebrates charitable living across a diverse demographic.
Inspiring stories of altruism spring as
effectively from the lives of billionaires
as they do from the lives of the downtrodden, from the fabulously famous to
society’s most invisible members. One
of the book’s core take-aways, Parkinson
said, is that the reader will quickly realize
meaningful change in the world doesn’t
always have to come by huge, dramatic
means. “At least half of the stories people
can read and think, “Oh, I can do that.
I can help in that way,” he said. “A lot of
what is truly good is just small things that
have grown into the bigger things.”
Parkinson said he is hopeful his
book not only provides a counterbalance
to narcissism, but that it can also serve
as a gut-check, starting point for real
change. And he thinks it will; the project
certainly has had precisely that affect on
Parkinson himself.
“When I read the story about Scott
Neeson, the former president of 20th
Century Fox International, who walked
away from it all to establish the Cambodian Children’s Fund, I thought, ‘Man!
What I’ve done is nothing compared to
what he’s done,’” Parkinson said. “And at

that point it’s just ‘What more can I do.’
So hopefully, it’s just an inspiring work
for people.”
In the diversity of experiences that
compiling the book afforded him, Parkinson said there was one consistent thought
that seemed to rise up, time and again.
“Every single person I asked has not just
one, but at least one of these sorts of experiences come right to mind,” Parkinson
said. “Everybody knows these people.
Everybody’s been affected by someone
who has changed their life for the better.
These stories are abundant and can’t help
but drive us all toward being a little more
unselfish.”
And while much of the book’s power
stems from its reach across national and
international demographics, Utah State
magazine readers might find additional
inspiration in the fact that a handful
of Parkinson’s stories have Aggie roots,
including one celebrating the foster care
sacrifices of former USU hoops coach
Stew Morrill and his wife, Vicki.
Unselfish: Love Thy Neighbor as Thy Selfie,
is available in Logan at The Book Table,
Copin’s Hallmark and Deseret Book and
through Amazon.com
—Jared Thayne
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‘It Will Be Intense and Perhaps

TRANSFORMATIVE’

Utah State University College of Humanities and Social Sciences’ 2013 valedictorian, Anna Maria Guadarrama, is a
recipient of a 2015 Humanity in Action
Fellowship.
Guadarrama, who was also Logan
High School’s valedictorian when she
graduated there in 2008, was a CHaSS
double major in Spanish and international studies. She received a coveted
Fulbright U.S. Student Award to teach in
Mexico the summer following her graduation from USU.
After her summer teaching intermediate level English at the Universidad
de Guanajuato, Guadarrama spent time
traveling in Brazil before moving to
Washington, D.C., where she interned
for the White House Domestic Policy
Council. Most recently, she has been
back in Guanajuato, Mexico, working on
a writing project “depicting differences
and/or similarities between United States
and Mexican culture and society.”
“Anna Maria is an excellent example
of the quality of students in the College

of Humanities and Social Sciences,” said
CHaSS Dean John C. Allen. “She is an
outstanding ambassador for our students
and faculty. I am envious of the opportunity that she is undertaking.”
Guadarrama is one of 43 American
recipients of this year’s Humanity in
Action Fellowships. The 2015 American
fellows will join students and recent
graduates from universities in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Poland and
Ukraine to participate in the Humanity
in Action Fellowship in Europe.
The fellowship takes place in Amsterdam, Berlin, Copenhagen, Paris and
Warsaw.
Guadarrama was chosen from
among 688 student and recent graduate
applicants at 253 colleges and universities
throughout the nation. Highly competitive, the fellowship is awarded according to academic standing, active civic
participation in human rights issues and
outstanding recommendations.

Guadarrama also participated in an
orientation worshop in Washington, D.C.
The orientation focused on American civil
rights, Holocaust education and European
security and political issues. Sessions
helped fellows learn how to build careers
in the field of foreign affairs.
10 UTAHSTATE I SUMMER 2015

“The fellowship will be challenging,” Guadarrama said via email. “It will
be intense and perhaps transformative in
who I am as a person. I would not have
exposure to such vital experiences without a college education. USU has been
the field of my personal and professional
development, which continues to impact
my life’s journey.”
As an American Humanity in Action
Fellow, Guadarrama also participated in
an orientation worshop in Washington,
D.C. The orientation focused on American civil rights, Holocaust education and
European security and political issues.
Sessions helped fellows learn how to build
careers in the field of foreign affairs.
Once abroad, fellows will take part
in daily lectures and discussions with
renowned academics, journalists, politicians and activists, as well as site visits
to government agencies, nonprofit and
community organizations, museums and
memorials.
The program seeks to highlight
different models of action to remedy
injustice relating to diverse societies.
This year’s fellowship experience culminates at the Sixth Annual Humanity in
Action International Conference in The
Hague June 25-28. There, fellows from
all program cities will convene to explore
the city’s unique promotion of international peace, justice and reconciliation.
Since 1999, Humanity in Action has
engaged more than 1,500 fellows in its
distinctive transatlantic programs aimed
at helping them make a difference in
public service, journalism, medicine, law,
education, the arts, business and grassroots action.
—Kristin Middaugh ’06

NEWS@USU

Former CHaSS valedictorian
Anna Maria Guadarrama,
recipient of a 2015 Humanity
in Action Fellowship.
Photo courtesy of
Anna Maria Guadarrama.
SUMMER 2015 I UTAHSTATE
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Nurses caring for Rutkowski’s infant daughter, Aria, came to feel
like part of Natasha and Michael’s family. Now the legacies of both
Aria and her nurses are being honored through a scholarship at
Utah State.

Aria, Her Nurses and How USU will

NEVER BE THE SAME
Michael and Natasha Rutkowski’s time with their daughter, Aria, was too short.
But the circle of lives Aria touched extends far beyond them, to the family and
friends who supported them during a difficult time, to the more than 100 donors who
contributed to a Utah State University scholarship in her name, to the nurses, — Oh,
those nurses! — who helped take care of her.
“I don’t know if she was meant to be in my life or if I was meant to be in hers,” said
Jamie Nordberg, a registered nurse at Primary Children’s Hospital in Salt Lake City.
It was an instant bond Nordberg felt with Aria and so she asked if she could be the
baby’s primary nurse. At the time, she knew the little girl’s outcomes didn’t look good,
but she wanted to remain close to the baby and her family. Nordberg wanted to hold
Aria, too — but knew she couldn’t, because Aria was on a ventilator. Instead Nordberg
bathed Aria, put a bow in her hair and made sure she was ready for quality time with her
parents.
Natasha spent her time between her young son in Lehi and Primary Children’s Hospital. “That was tricky,” she said. “We live an hour away and obviously we couldn’t take
12 UTAHSTATE I SUMMER 2015

our son with us every day. He’s three.”
The hospital didn’t have much to occupy
a three-year old. But family flew in to be
with him, and neighborhood volunteers
helped, too, allowing Natasha to spend
treasured time with her baby and Michael
to return to his job.
When Natasha went to the hospital to visit Aria, she often noticed her
girl was bathed and ready, with a bow
in her hair. She read notes the nurses
left about things Aria had done. Those
nurses helped her build memories, even
when she wasn’t there. And when she
was, Nordberg took the care necessary to

make it possible for Natasha to hold her
baby. “It’s a little harder when they’re on
a ventilator to move them in and out of
bed, but I did feel it was important that
Natasha hold her,” she said.
Still, Nordberg resisted the pull
to hold the baby herself. Since those
moments-in-arms happened sparingly,
she made sure they all went to Natasha.
Being a nurse at Primary Children’s
means she saw some hard things. “We get
the babies that nobody else can care for,”
she said. It has its rewards, though. “If I
can just give them the best care possible
while their mommies can’t be there, that
gives me a lot of joy,” she said.
Nordberg was one of many nurses
who made an impression on the Rutkowskis. There were others — like those
who took care of Natasha at the end of a
wrenching day.
That day began when she and
Michael had gone into the doctor’s for
a routine checkup and learned that the
medical professionals were concerned
about some of the things they’d seen in an
ultrasound image of their daughter.
“We went from thinking we were
both going to go back to work that afternoon to hearing we might have the baby
that day,” Michael said. Aria was born by
emergency C-section and immediately
flown to Primary Children’s Hospital,
while Natasha remained in Orem Community Hospital.
There, Natasha felt the support of
other nurses, who helped the family along
the seven-week journey that was Aria’s
life. “The nurses were always amazing.
They didn’t mind us calling at any hour
of the day or night,” Natasha said. “They
did so much to make us feel like when we
were away from her, she wasn’t just left by
herself.”
Michael said medical tests revealed
that their daughter would probably not
live long, and that she would have serious
challenges while she was alive.
On the day Aria passed away, Nordberg and another nurse who had grown
close to the family were both there. They
stayed long past the ending of their shifts.

“If I can just give them
the best care possible
while their mommies can’t be there,
that gives me a lot of joy.”
– Jamie Nordberg
“We were lucky,” Michael said. “We all
got to be together.”
After Aria passed, Nordberg could
finally give in to her desire to hold
the infant.
By then, the nurses felt like family.
The Rutkowskis decided to honor both
Aria and the nurses who had helped
them by creating a scholarship at Utah
State University. They set up an online
donation page. They told their story on
KSL News. And together with more than
100 friends, family members and total
strangers, they met their goal to endow
a scholarship in Aria’s name for nurses
at USU, where the Nursing and Health
Professions department recently became
part of the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services.
“This gave us something positive to
do,” Michael said. “The hard thing about
these situations is you can be there, but

you’re not the medical professionals. We
couldn’t comfort Aria other than just be
with her. … The scholarship preparation
gave us a way to do something positive
and impact more than just us.”
One of the scholarship’s criteria is
that it go to a compassionate person.
“Our hope is that this would be a very
suitable memorial for Aria, but what
excited us about this idea is that if we’re
contributing to help people, then Aria’s
life influences unnumbered lives for the
better,” Michael said. “People rallied
around her. We thought it would be
unfortunate if it ended when she passed.”
The Aria Rutkowski Scholarship
Fund is still accepting donations. Nurses,
present and future, are still shaping lives.
Think you can, too? The college would
love to hear from you at
435-797-1437.
— JoLynne Lyon ’92

Because There’s So Much Need
While Utah State University has been involved in nursing programs since 2010, a new
department — Nursing and Health Professions — was created last year and finds its
home in the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services.
The move has created better opportunities for USU students statewide and better
outcomes for the people they serve after they graduate. These benefits will continue to
affect rural Utah, the Logan campus and the state as a whole.
Utah faces several challenges in the nursing field — hurdles that the Nursing and
Health Professions department continues to address.
“Right now it is extremely hard to get registered nurses to relocate to a rural facility,” said Travis Peterson, the new department head. “We will be training people in
those communities who stay in those communities.”
Plans are in place to extend the USU nursing program — already strong at Utah
State University Eastern campuses in Price and Blanding, and at the USU Uintah Basin
campus in Vernal — to additional regional campuses. A bachelor of science in nursing
is being developed for the main Logan campus.
SUMMER 2015 I UTAHSTATE
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Pres. Stan L. Albrecht:
at five years on
the job.
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BEST DAYS

On
and Turning Truly

BIG SHIPS:

THE ENERGIZED JOURNEY OF
PRESIDENT STAN ALBRECHT,
A DECADE IN

Story by Jared Thayne,
Photography by Donna Barry

S

Stan Albrecht to recall the tworoom schoolhouse in tiny Fremont, Utah, again. The schoolhouse of his
youth; the schoolhouse where grades one through three meet in one room,
and grades four through seven meet in the other.
“So if you were in the fourth grade, you heard your fourth-grade lesson and
then you listened to the fifth-grade lesson and the sixth-grade lesson and then the
seventh-grade lesson,” he says smiling. And then he pauses — if only briefly — and
one gets the distinct feeling that at this point in his career, pausing never really
figures into the man’s plan.
“You know, to grow up in that kind of environment and now to have the
privilege and honor of being president of a wonderful institution …” and with that,
Utah State University’s 15th president begins an oh-so-subtle shaking of his head.
“Life’s good,” he continues, leaving things simply at that.
It’s important to be able to picture Stan Albrecht the student in that two-room
school house. It’s important because it may just help us discern what energizes
the now 72-year-old Stan Albrecht the president, who, along with First Lady Joyce
Albrecht, marked 10 years at the USU helm in February.
But being afforded such a visual yields only cursory insight into USU’s profoundly more complex and widely respected leader. A more complete picture might
only emerge after careful consideration of Albrecht’s — and, by extension, Utah
State’s — last decade of exceptional growth and transformation, which, colleagues
and friends note, has also included both the university’s darkest and most exultant
days. Albrecht is who he is not merely because while growing up he was taught
to finish every job he started on his family’s 40-acre farm, nor is it because he still
stokes an inextinguishable torch to deliver the promise of a university education to
every imaginable and demographically diverse corner of Utah. Rather, the president
is the president, perhaps, because he chooses not to time-stamp the values born of
experience. He learns equally well in both the past and present tense.
He has been shaped by his family and by his “little rural community,” every
bit as much as he has been shaped by USU students, billionaire philanthropists,
ome question or another has caused

Joyce and Stan Albrecht
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Stan and Joyce Albrecht host new USU
students from the Dominican Republic.

trustees, regents and legislators. And now,
after a decade on the job, Stan Albrecht
continues some monumental shaping of
his own, at Utah State University,
ceaselessly.

‘I Still Get Chills’

Utah State University-Uintah Basin
Bingham Entrepreneurial and
Energy Research Center.

Bob Williams, Marc Bingham
and the president, celebrating
USU’s magnified presence in
Utah’s Uintah Basin.
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It would be simple to say Utah State
is a different place than it was before
Albrecht was officially given the keys to
the front office 10 years ago. With 31
new buildings now open statewide, its
physical footprint alone tells an astonishing story of transformation. And in the
next 12-14 months, Albrecht says, USU
will be even different still. Funding for
a clinical services building is in place,
Romney Stadium is already morphing
into what will become Maverik Stadium,
improvements to the fine arts complex
are underway, the new business building and student recreation center will be
completed and three extensive projects in
Tooele, Brigham City and Price promise
to make a tangible reality of what the
president sees as a “huge” boon in the
lives of people throughout Utah who will,
once again, experience augmented access
to the state’s land-grant university and to
all that it promises through research, individual development and education.
“All of those were things I hoped we
could see happen,” Albrecht says, “and
so it’s satisfying to see us moving those
forward in a very positive way.
“Yet, we need a (biological) science
building,” Albrecht adds. “We’ve got to
find ways, whether it’s while I’m president
or someone else is. We need to continue
moving that ball forward.”
And after that, the college where

he once resided as dean, the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences, needs a
building of its own.
Again, it seems, pausing never really
figures into the man’s plan.
“President Albrecht’s influence on
USU has been more impactful than anyone
in the 50-plus years I have been involved
with Utah State University,” says venerated Aggie philanthropist Jim Laub, CEO
of Cache Valley Electric. “His legacy,
hopefully in the far distant future, will be
impossible to quantify. He will have raised
the bar so high that it will be difficult for
future presidents to reach that bar.”
Even so, Albrecht sincerely reminds
us that, in the sweeping-panoramic view
of progress, Utah State’s physical metamorphosis is merely superficial. That’s
something he’ll always take the opportunity to illuminate: real change — true and
meaningful change — occurs within the
individuals found inside those buildings.
And Albrecht sees that, again and again.
At a recent ribbon-cutting for a new
student housing center in Blanding, Utah,
the president found himself sitting next
to a young Navajo student who told him
about growing up without most of the
comforts so many other people take for
granted. He remembers asking what she
was going to do now, but he also remembers, with even more clarity, her reply: “I’ve
been accepted to medical school,” she said.
“When you talk about coming out of
a hogan with no electricity and no running
water and then learn she’s going to medical
school …” the president says, “… she’s going to change her world.”
Distance education. Online degrees.
Regional campuses. State-wide reach. These
ideas represent far more than meticulously
plotted goals and programs for Albrecht.
They enable opportunity where two-room
schoolhouses sometimes cannot.
“I still get chills when I go to our
commencement exercises at our regional
campuses,” Albrecht says, “because that’s
where you see lives change.”
Opportunities have multiplied for
Logan-campus students, too. Albrecht
points out that USU is up 2,100 enrollments for online courses this fall, and he

knows many young people who need to
support a family, or hold a job or who
have myriad other pulls on their time,
will take three classes face-to-face and
then two or more online to keep them
on track to graduate in four years. As
Utah State’s infrastructure and programmatic capabilities blossom, the benefits
of higher education become ever more
accessible to everyone, a page right out of
the president’s playbook.
USU is not just different under Stan
Albrecht; USU is now an entirely different concept.

Culturally Speaking
Friends of the university (and opponents,
too) are experiencing an additional
cultural shift under Albrecht, and in
September the president will officially be
celebrated for his role in leading it. Albrecht is one of six inductees to the Utah
State University Athletics Hall of Fame
this year (see story on Page 28) and, after
expressing the requisite self-deprecation
(“I’m probably the least athletic person
that will ever be inducted into an athletic
hall of fame …”) he admits to being
“thrilled” by the inclusion.
But again, it’s not the capstone
event that holds the most meaning for
this president; it’s Utah State University’s
institutional growth in the journey.
The Aggies have won three straight
bowl games, are solid contenders across
the board after a widely regarded shining
move to the Mountain West Conference,
have opened the Jim and Carol Laub
Athletics-Academics Complex, the ICON
Sports Performance Center, the Wayne
Estes Center and are moving, rather
energetically forward, on the major renovation of the aforementioned Maverik
Stadium (see story on Page 30).
During Albrecht’s tenure, Utah
State has hired, then lost to the national
spotlight, football coach Gary Andersen
and highly regarded athletic director
Scott Barnes. Men’s basketball coach Stew
Morrill just retired as the Aggies’ best ever
and was replaced by long-time assistant
Tim Duryea, while former assistant coach

Matt Wells has stepped up to follow
Andersen by ending last season hoisting
another bowl trophy for his 19th win, the
most ever by any Utah State head football
coach in his first two seasons.
“A few years ago when we terminated a contract with a football coach, we
started over. Now we don’t start over,” Albrecht says. “Now, using Matt’s term, it’s
‘next man up.’ And so we go on. We’ve
made progress.”
And yes, Albrecht has noticed —
with a smile — line upon line of fans
standing in the shadows of Aggie legend

Senator (Lyle) Hillyard; he’s taken a lot of
criticism, but that help is essential.
“You know, I will not sit here and
say, ‘We have to compete with Alabama,
or Southern California, or Florida, or
Ohio State,”’ the president continues.
“But we do have to compete with Boise
State, and Fresno State and San Diego
State and they’re all doing that, and so
unless we find a way to do it, we will
become irrelevant in that world.”
What some people don’t realize,
Albrecht says, is that “irrelevant” in this
context and in the growing disparity of

The Jim and Carol Laub Athletics-Academics Complex.

Merlin Olsen’s statue waiting for their
chance to purchase tickets.
“It’s unheard of,” says the president.
“We had more people in the stands for
the spring game than we had for regularseason football games not too many years
ago. We had the stands packed.”
Albrecht says his staff kids him some
about the time he has been spending on
athletics. He also candidly recognizes his
critics — some internal — who feel the
balance between athletics and academia at
the nation’s universities is tipped toward
sports.
“So when the legislature passes an
appropriation to help us deal with the
cost of attendance for student athletes
… we’ve taken a lot of criticism on that
front,” Albrecht says. “So has (Utah)

college athletics, doesn’t just mean losing
a few games here and there, or even not
fielding teams at all. It means academics at
the university could take a major hit.
At the end of a given season, schools
in the so-called Power 5 conferences can
receive $20-, $25- or sometimes $32-million-dollar revenue allocations, primarily
from TV contracts, Albrecht says. In the
Mountain West Conference, the participating universities divide — in 12 parts
— about what a single Power 5 university
receives.
“So, we have the challenge of remaining relevant in that world,” Albrecht says.
“One of the things that I think I
learned a number of years ago, is that you
can’t be a successful Division I president
without understanding Division I athletSUMMER 2015 I UTAHSTATE 17

With new facilities and national spotlight hires
come increasingly packed Aggie stands.

ics,” says Albrecht, who also serves on
the NCAA’s Board of Governors. “It’s
absolutely necessary; absolutely essential.”
Butler, a private university in
Indianapolis, taught well that lesson
to Albrecht and others in his position
across the nation. “Here was an institution where the enrollment numbers were
down, there was some question as to
the survivability of the institution and
the president came in and said, ‘We’re
going to have a basketball program that’s
competitive with Indiana, Notre Dame
and Purdue,”’ Albrecht explains. “People
almost laughed him out of town.”
But five or six years later Butler
makes the NCAA Tournament’s Sweet
16, and the following year, 2010, Butler
just misses the national championship
against Duke when current Utah Jazz star
Gordon Hayward’s shot rattles off the rim
in a mere two-point loss.
Following that, applications more
than double, philanthropic giving goes
up by similar amounts and Butler is now
maxed out in terms of its enrollment.
“They’re raising more money than they’ve
ever raised for academic programs, as well
as for athletics,” Albrecht says.
“What it does is causes people to
look at you differently … there is that
very positive spin-off,” Albrecht says, “as
long as we maintain the right balance,
and I think we do a good job of that.”

Clicking at a Maximum Rate
Of course, people are looking at USU
differently now than they did 10 years
ago for a number of other reasons, too.
Beyond infrastructure and athletics,
Albrecht admits to being energized by
the national and international attention
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Welcoming business school namesake Jon M. Huntsman to a
ground breaking for the soon-to-be-completed Huntsman Hall.

USU’s Jon M. Huntsman School of Business brings, by the “exciting things” going
on in both the College of Engineering
and Space Dynamics Laboratory and by
consistent national rankings that keep the
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education
and Human Services on seemingly every
top list that exists.
USU is noted for its consistent production of Goldwater Scholars, Carnegie
Professors of the Year, National Science
Foundation Award recipients and, in the
past couple of years, has added both a
Truman Scholar and a Noble Prize-winning alum to the production count.
A new Ph.D. program in aerospace
engineering has just been approved, and a
freshly minted interdisciplinary doctoral
program in neuroscience, based in the
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education
and Human Services, but crossing over
college lines, has been given the nod from
the Board of Trustees and awaits approval
from the State Board of Regents.
“These are the kinds of things that
are moving the needle,” Albrecht says,
“because they build the expertise that
we have in our faculty and our research
staff and move us forward. The fun
thing about them is that they tend to
be increasingly interdisciplinary, so that
we are reaching across colleges and we’re
bringing in the kinds of different areas of
expertise to address problem solving that
is critical to who we are.”
Additional state funding has been
secured for graduate education, and
research funding was at a record high
last year at $220 million. “We’re about
$10 million above that already this year,”
Albrecht adds.
Within the Albrecht decade, USU
has seen significant growth in its numbers

of fellowships and professorships and now
enjoys — in part, because of additional
presidential focus — a substantial number of endowed chairs, where only one or
two existed before.
Still, Albrecht feels one of the most
important benchmarks for Utah State
University’s success encircles the S. J. and
Jessie E. Quinney College of Natural
Resources, the Caine College of the Arts,
the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business and the Emma Eccles Jones College
of Education and Human Services — its
four named colleges, each springing from
soaring gifts of at least $25 million, created during his tenure.
“The financial part of that is huge
for us, because it allows you to do physical facilities, it allows you to do programmatic things, it allows you to do student
scholarships, it allows you to hire faculty.
It allows you to do the things that will
build excellence,” Albrecht says. “But in
the world of higher education, symbolically, it means even more than that. It
means prestige and it brings further attention to the many good things Utah State
represents. And so it signals to the world
that we’re playing in the big leagues.”
One of Albrecht’s colleagues, the
president at another land-grant university,
recently brought his senior team and a
couple of major donors to visit USU and
its Innovation Campus. “They just went
around this campus in awe,” Albrecht
says. “They said, ‘We had no idea, no idea
Utah State was as good as it is. We had
no idea you were doing the things you are
doing.’”
USU Provost Noelle Cockett
marvels, as well, over the steady growth
the university has experienced under the
guidance of a seasoned leader.

“I’ve seen Stan over these past
10 years mature as a leader,” she says.
“There’s very little anymore that can surprise him or take him aback. When he is
dealing with an issue, there is absolutely
no doubt that he is the leader.”
She recalls being with him as interim
provost at the start of his administration when everything felt novel, every
circumstance was a new event and every
matter kept them constantly seeking new
solutions.
“It was a little different for me when
I came back as provost in 2013,” she
says. “He didn’t need me as much. He
didn’t need me to bounce off ideas and
talk about the right way. That’s what I
mean by maturity. His instincts on how
to handle situations are really, really deep.
Yet in the end, he still does things because
he cares about people.”
Jed Pitcher, former chair of both
the State Board of Regents and the Utah
State University Board of Trustees, views
Albrecht’s tenure at USU with similar
verve.
“I’ve been involved in higher education for 26 years, and I have never seen
a president who can manage and lead all
areas — all areas — of an institution, like
President Albrecht can,” Pitcher says. “All
areas: athletics, academia, Ag Extension,
the legislature, community impact …
you know in all of those areas for which
he’s accountable, he’s doing well. I’ve
never seen that in a president before. All
cylinders of the institution are clicking at
a maximum rate.”

allowed me to compete with the best of
them, and so, it sort of went from there.”
Where preparation “sort of went” for
Albrecht turns out to be in the legacycementing neighborhood of a-halfbillion dollars. When the president and
his team — and that’s another value he
learned on the farm, that life and work
are a team sport and that things won’t
get done without others helping to carry
the load — completed USU’s first-ever
comprehensive campaign, it was their
preparation that helped weather 2008’s
tanking of the global economy. It was
preparation that took an initial goal to
raise $200 million for Utah State and
doubled it to $400 million before becoming $512,861,410 at the final gala.
It wasn’t all scripted; Albrecht knows
that. In fact, to this day, he’s shaking his
head over a surprise $15-million-dollar
gift that came from Marc and Debbie
Bingham on the first day he met them.
“I walked out of the building and
said, ‘Holy Cow! Did this really happen?”
Albrecht says. “And there have been those
things along the way that have been really rewarding and have little to do with
me. It’s the institution … because the
institution is much bigger than any single
individual.”

“I say this to students all the time,”
Albrecht continues. “If you prepare as
best you can, some days serendipity does
happen.”
Looking forward, Albrecht says
he has always felt a university president
should never announce a comprehensive
campaign that he or she isn’t going to finish. And since most campaigns run six or
seven years, he has not announced USU’s
next great effort. But he doesn’t want to
lose momentum for the institution he’s
still shaping and openly admits to organizing a series of mini campaigns that are
already “moving full steam ahead.”
“He’s going to leave an unbelievable
legacy,” says Pitcher of the president. “We
can’t replace him. If and when he retires
— I don’t know when that will be — we
bring in another person with a different skill set. So, let’s enjoy Stan Albrecht
while we’ve got him.”

‘You Can Never Prepare
for That’
Along with some of the brightest days
in USU’s history, Albrecht’s tenure as
president has also included what he says
are more than a few, “very, very
difficult days.”

An Inferiority Complex?
“I cherish my public school experience,
but it was also a limited public school
experience in terms of the breadth and
depth of course offerings,” Albrecht says.
“I really did come out of that with, to
some degree, a bit of an inferiority complex, because when I started looking at
graduate schools and other things, I knew
that so many of those I would be competing with came from much more prestigious public and private institutions.
“And then I discovered, in various
steps along the way, that preparation

The perennially strong Space Dynamics
Laboratory, part of what makes last year a
record-breaker in USU research funding.
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A new home for the College of Agriculture and Applied
Sciences, part of an astonishing USU facelift.

Student memorial at the College of
Agriculture and Applied Sciences,
a frequent site of reflection for
Pres. Albrecht.

“I was still a little naïve in terms of the
amount of time it takes to really do some
things. And so, when people will say
‘well, most presidents serve three to five
years’… these are big ships,
and to turn them, it sometimes takes a
little more time than that.”
“Those have come regularly; some
days you feel like saying, “We’ve had
enough of that,” he says.
There’ve been student deaths, tragic
accidents or gut-wrenching suicides, “And
it tears your heart out every time it happens,” the president says in a subdued
voice brim-full of emotion.
Just eight months into his presidency,
Albrecht and the rest of the USU family
experiences tragedy every bit as profound,
and defining and enduring as have been
any of the triumphs. A USU van returning
from a field trip blows a tire and rolls near
Tremonton, Utah, killing eight College of
Agriculture students and their instructor.
Two other students survive the crash.
Another university president calls
Albrecht the next morning, a president
whose university had been forced to endure a similar, if not equal-in-magnitude,
tragedy. “He said, ‘That will be a part of
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you for the rest of your life,’” Albrecht
recalls, “and that’s true.”
Even now, 10 years later, Albrecht
says, “I don’t do it every day, I don’t do it
every week, but on a fairly regular basis
I go over and walk past that memorial
over by the Ag building and re-read those
names. It reminds me of who they are.”
And one might imagine it reminds a
university president of the unimaginable
scope of the job.
“Yep. It does,” says Albrecht. “Because how do you prepare for that? You
can never prepare for that.”
Cockett, who was also dean of the
College of Agriculture at the time of the
accident, says all normalcy was swept out
from under them just as they were getting
their feet on the ground. “It definitely
kicked us.”
One day they were dealing with
university issues that at the time seemed

so critical — balancing budgets and all
the rest, “but then you’re hit with such a
tragedy and you realize that there are just
some basic things about life and death
and families and support that are really
the most critical.”
They are the matters of the heart —
a realm in which Albrecht operates.
“What makes Stan so strong as a
leader is that he really does it from the
heart,” Cockett says. “It’s never about him
and how he looks or even how the university looks. It just comes from the heart …
and that’s how he attended to the various
issues (surrounding the van accident) —
“straight from the heart.”
It informed not only how he led
during one of the university’s darkest
days, but how he continues to lead, fully
aware that a university consists of people,
and that while he can help move the university forward and make things happen,
always underneath, it’s people and lives
that matter most, Cockett observes.
It is, perhaps, precisely why each additional “best day” becomes exponentially
more valuable as a counterbalance.
“You know,” says Albrecht, “any day
I have the opportunity to spend time
with students and see their success and
feel their success is the best day, and so it
happens regularly. It’s quite a gift.”

You’d Think With a Name
Like Buelingo ... But No,
‘They Don’t Talk Back’
Before he was named president of
Utah State University, Stan Albrecht
was found around the presidency for a
number of years. He served as provost
under one president, and as academic vice
president in an earlier assignment where
serious health challenges plagued another
president and heightened dependency on
Albrecht.
“I probably had more experience
than many who come into the role,”
Albrecht says.
But, he adds, and this speaks again
to the ever-learning side of the man,
“I was still a little naïve in terms of the
amount of time it takes to really do some
things. And so, when people will say
‘well, most presidents serve three to five
years’… these are big ships, and to turn
them, it sometimes takes a little more
time than that.”
“And so I guess what I realized in
reflecting back on that, is that if you’re
going to do something like a major comprehensive campaign, if you’re going to
embark on a major building effort, where
you’re changing the infrastructure on a
campus, since there are a lot of things
there that you don’t control — like when
you get legislative approval for a project,
or when you have the private funding in
place to begin a project, that doesn’t happen overnight.” In other words, Albrecht
says, “the journey is never complete.”

Early on, a senior university president somewhere told Albrecht to write
down how many years he would like to
serve in his high post and then to place
the card in an envelope and tuck it in
his desk.
Albrecht recalls writing five years,
“just for interest’s sake.”
And with all this talk of never pausing and meticulous plotting and next
sets of goals and other groups of people
somewhere out there who need access
to higher education, it might seem as
though Albrecht would be the last person
to allow himself even the fantasy of retirement. By every count, after all, the man is
on a historic roll.
But it should really come as no
surprise that this president has certainly
envisioned most every angle of his own
future.
“I’m much closer to the end than I
am to the beginning,” says Albrecht. “And
I know that time is not in the far distant
future. But we’re not there yet.”
“I hope I’m smart enough to know
when that time comes. One of my greatest hopes is that someone else doesn’t
have to make that decision for me.
“But it’s been a great ride, and I just
appreciate — every day — the opportunity that I’ve had.”

Still, there’s got to be some plan
to decompress or to re-center, or to at
least kick back and bask in some sort of
“USU’s Best Decades Ever” highlight roll
sort of thing. Right?
“I love what I’m doing,” Albrecht
says. “I don’t need to go play golf; I don’t
need to go catch a fish. I love what I’m
doing and don’t really need other things
to make it rewarding or satisfying.”
But then … a final glimpse into
what energizes USU’s inexhaustible 10year tenure:
“I’m a product of the soil,” Albrecht
says. “I love digging in the soil. I love
working outside. I love growing a garden.
My brother and I have a little herd of
Buelingo cattle; they’re the black, belted
cattle, different from the belted Galloway.
You’ll see a lot of belted cattle, but we
have the only herd of Buelingo in
the state.
“I don’t get to spend much time with
them,” he says, “but I enjoy that. And
they don’t talk back to me when I go
visit them.”
And he visits them near Fremont,
Utah — where memories of a two-room
schoolhouse somehow become ground
zero for the state’s land-grant university’s
biggest and boldest years.

USU’s student athletes are students first.
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USU student Michael Royer scans
terrain in Nevada’s Ruby Mountains.
At right, Michael and his father,
business owner Joe Royer.
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Coming Up

RUBIES
A Utah State University Student
Chases ‘the Best Day Ever’
As Heir Apparent to the Nation’s
Oldest Heli-skiing Outfit
Story and photos by Matthew D. LaPlante

T

and stories told because they
want to be. Joe Royer’s story is both.
It has to be told because the people who come here — exposed to the vast
desolation of this place and keenly acquainted, after a long day of travel, with just how
remote it is from everything else in the world — are instinctively curious as to what the
California-born adventurer could have possibly been thinking when he decided to put
down roots in Lamoille, Nev., in the mid 1970s.
The snow? That they understand. There’s usually 300 inches or
more of it each year in the higher elevations of the nearby Ruby Mountains, which slash across the barren planes of Elko County and feature
dozens of peaks above 10,000 feet, with 10 of them rising above 11,000.
There are 200,000 skiable acres out here (by way of contrast,
the newly combined Park City and Canyons resort in Utah’s Summit
County will be the nation’s largest resort at 7,300 acres.) It’s good snow,
too, in the way that skiers and snowboarders tend to think about such
things. Dry enough, after traveling across the Sierra Nevada range, to
legitimately be called powder. Dense enough that a skier or boarder can
float across its surface.
The rest of the equation is far less obvious. The nearest city, Elko,
had all of 8,000 people living in it back then (and only about 20,000 today.) The nearest metro area, Salt Lake City, is three hours away; Reno is
an extra hour in the opposite direction; and the folks who lived in both
of those places back then were already spoiled rotten with ski resorts and
glorious backcountry access. Joe knew the Rubies could never support a resort, but he
also knew that a few intrepid entrepreneurs were making heli-skiing work in Alaska and
British Columbia. Perhaps, he thought, it could work in the Rubies, too.
The story of how the Ruby Mountain Heli Experience got started wants to be told
because Joe — a rather stoic chap in most other regards — is proud of what he’s built
here are stories told because they have to be
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When a freak storm blew in last season,
grounding the chopper and stranding
eight skiers and two guides in the
mountains, Michael helped dig snow
shelters and kept spirits high
through the night.
here. There’s something distinctly American, and perhaps even more manifestly
Western, about what he’s created in the
middle of nowhere, Nevada, alongside his
wife, Francy.
There’s just one thing Joe is more
proud of — and about which he’s more
likely to brag.
But increasingly, he is coming to
understand, it is something for which he
and Francy cannot claim complete credit.
At 6-foot-2 and with a confident
charisma that is appreciably balanced
with a modest disposition, Michael
Royer has his father’s rugged strength and
his mother’s gift of gab. Like all young
adults, though, he’s not just them. Now
in his final year of studies at Utah State
University, Michael is the culmination
of everything they’ve taught him and

everything he’s learned since he first left
this little town.
For Joe — who at 65 years old is
beginning to consider what his company
will look like when he retires — that’s a
comforting thought.
“We learn as much from him these
days as he ever did from us,” Joe said.
For Michael — who at 25-years-old
is as responsible as they come when guiding tourist skiers in what has the potential
to be one of the most dangerous environments in the world, but who is still prone
to youthful follies away from the slopes
— the idea of taking charge of what his
father built is an intimidating prospect.
Because as much as he loves it, this
isn’t his story.
Not yet.

With his USU public relations experience to draw from, these
days, Michael Royer is teaching his business-owning parents as
much as they’ve taught him.
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It wasn’t long after he’d picked up a
football for the first time that Michael
began to suspect it might be a ticket out
of town.
He liked his small town. He did
well in his classes at Spring Creek High
— a school of about 900 students in
nearby Elko. He was popular at the
school, where he was a two-year starting
quarterback on the football team. And
who could argue with the awesomeness
of the family business?
“But it was a little like being on an
island,” Michael said. “I guess I did feel
like I needed to get away.”
His numbers weren’t bad — he
set several school records — but Spring
Creek’s 13-8 record with Michael under
center didn’t stir many college scouts to
make the trip to Elko, which is a twoand sometimes three-hop trip from most
western universities.
The best offer came from Rocky
Mountain College — a small liberal arts
university in Billings, Mont., that had
about the same number of students as
Michael’s high school. The Battlin’ Bears
already had three quarterbacks on the
roster, though, and signed another — a
record-setting, junior-college star — a
couple of weeks after Royer committed.
“I ran the scout team,” he said. “Basically I got beat up by these big, huge
guys who were better than me. They’d
just clobber me, and then I’d do it all
again the next week.”
He might have accepted that fate
for a few more years if the team in Billings had been anything like the one he’d
played for in Elko.
“I was expecting that same sort of
thing where I was hanging out with my
buddies all day and we were really close,”
he said. “But college football isn’t like
that, or it wasn’t there at least.”
That was the first time in his life
that he didn’t spend the majority of his
winter in the Rubies, where he’d first
strapped on a set of skis at 2 years old.
“It was a wake-up call,” Michael said. “I
really missed the mountains.”
He didn’t go back to Billings the
next year. “The next winter I was back

Out of the bird, on to the slopes. Michael prepares to guide another heli
experience group into the Ruby Mountains.

home, and that felt right again,” he said.
Michael had known for a long time
that his parents were hoping he would
take over the family business when the
time was right. But there was, he said,
a looming feeling inside of him that he
hadn’t really earned the right to be the
heir apparent of what had become the
nation’s oldest heli-skiing company.
“My dad built all of this from nothing,” he said. “And I’m proud of that —
but that’s what he did.”
Throughout a series of long conversations with his mom and dad over the
next few years, Michael settled on a plan
that balanced his desire to prove himself
away from home but stay connected to
the Rubies and the family business: He’d
enroll in Utah State University in the fall
and return home to work in the spring.
The first year he spent most of his
workdays gassing up the helicopter. The
next year he spent a lot more time guiding customers — some of them three
times his age — through the backcountry

wonderland that he knows like his own
backyard. The year after that he continued working as a guide and also increasingly took on the job of training guests
on avalanche safety and response.
When a freak storm blew in last
season, grounding the chopper and
stranding eight skiers and two guides in
the mountains, Michael helped dig snow
shelters and kept spirits high through the
night.
“You can’t be a downer in that situation,” he said. “You have to be positive
and if you’re positive people will take
their cues from that. When we told
people we were staying up there overnight, everyone got on board with it right
away.”
Meanwhile, in the off-season, he was
earning a reputation in Utah State University’s Department of Journalism and
Communication as a talented writer and
communicator — albeit one overly prone
to distraction when it came to members
of the opposite sex.

“I have a weakness where women
are concerned” Michael said. “I get really
infatuated and then I can’t seem to focus on
anything else.”

TTT

For years, the Royers put their guests up in a
10-room hunting lodge on a 125-acre ranch
owned by a neighbor in Lamoille. Francy,
who had been a pastry chef at Park City’s
Deer Valley resort when she met Joe, did the
cooking. The accommodations — which
sometimes included in-house masseuses
and live music — struck a special balance
between feeling rugged and being luxurious.
The long-term arrangement with the
neighbor wasn’t based on much more than
a handshake. Each year he and Joe would
meet up to sign a contract for the coming
season. At the beginning of the 2015 season
though, the ranch owner was elusive. Just
weeks before the first guests were to arrive,
according to the Royer family, the ranch
owner told Joe he was raising his rates
— by a lot.
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And it was the story. A spot on a map in the middle of
nowhere that has become one of the most prized items
on so many ski and snowboard bucket lists.
A family working together to keep delivering
adventures. A son coming up in his father’s shadow,
emerging from it, and becoming his own man.

A Ruby Mountain
Heli Experience
chopper drops off
Michael Royer and
guests during yet
another ‘best day
ever.’
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Joe had already booked
most of the season’s trips. He
couldn’t raise his customers’
costs. He refused to consent to
the rate hike.
“It put us in a really bad
situation,” Joe said. “Our guests
come for the skiing, but the
ones that come back, year after
year, are coming for the whole
experience. I had to call them
and tell them there had been a
change and that we’d be putting them up in a hotel instead.
It’s a nice hotel, but it’s not the
same. That didn’t sit well with
some of them and I can’t blame
Joe Royer says his son Michael has been ‘taking a greater interest’ in
them for that.”
the business side of the family’s Ruby Mountain Heli Experience.
The Royers had long
dreamed of having their own
lodge. The unexpected change shifted
The call for entries— a video in which
It was the opportunity to step out
dreaming into action. At best, though, the
Michael and his parents described how
of a flying machine and become a flying
new facility was a few years away. Meanthey fell in love with skiing — got thoumachine. It was the prospect of touching
while, a record low snow year threatened
sands of hits on YouTube. The videos that
places on this well-trodden planet that
to leave first-time guests as one-and-done
contestants uploaded in response added
very few have ever touched. It was the
customers. Even in a bad snow year, Ruby
to the tally. The winning entry came from
chance to carve turns as wide across as a
skiing is an experience that is so unique
Gavin Peacock, a Canadian action sports
city block. It was the ability to step back
and so thrilling that it creates memories
videographer who has more than 30,000
into the helicopter and do it again and
that will last a lifetime. But it’s the epic
subscribers on his YouTube page.
again.
snow days — waste-deep champagne
“That was a real win for us,” Joe
And it was the story. A spot on a
powder and daylong faceshots — that
said, noting Peacock’s social media presmap in the middle of nowhere that has
leave customers discontented with memory ence and geographical location likely
become one of the most prized items
alone. These are the addicts who return
introduced the Rubies to a whole new
on so many ski and snowboard bucket
year after year. There just weren’t as many
audience. “And that was all Michael.”
lists. A family working together to keep
of those in 2015.
delivering adventures. A son coming up
Most years, the Ruby Mountain Heliin his father’s shadow, emerging from it,
Experience sells itself. This year it needed
Peacock claimed his prize over the
and becoming his own man.
a bit more help.
last weekend in March on untouched
Little by little, he’s adding his own
For that the Royers looked to their
acres upon untouched acres of spring
chapters to that story. And when it comes
son, who in turn looked to the skills he’d
snow. It was T-shirt riding weather and,
time to tell it all by himself, he’ll be ready.
been developing at Utah State.
by mid-afternoon, at least a quarter of
“Michael has done almost everything
the people in the group had muttered
Matthew D. LaPlante is an assistant
out here — guiding guests, driving the
the words Michael had grown up hearing
professor in the Department of Journalism
snowcat, and more and more he’s been
over and over again: “best day ever.”
and Communication and an avid
taking a greater interest in the business side
It wasn’t the quality of the snow —
snowboarder.
of things,” Joe said. “But where he’s really
with four warm days having come and
stepped up to the plate is social media.
gone since the last storm, it was a little
You’ve got to stay after that stuff — and
crusty and, later in the afternoon, a bit
he’s really good at it.”
sticky. It wasn’t the terrain — there’s plenOne of Michael’s first ideas for exty of steep and deep stuff in the Rubies,
panding the company’s media presence was but many of the runs are long-gliders —
a worldwide video contest for a free weeka solid blue square in most resorts.
end of helicopter skiing or snowboarding.
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A TEAM

ONE NIGHT, ONE REMARKABLE CLASS
It is sure to be another riveting evening in athletics
this fall when the 2015 class of the Utah State
University Athletics Hall of Fame is celebrated at
a dinner and induction ceremony on Friday, Sept.
4, 2015, at the Riverwoods Conference Center in
Logan. So, “Go Aggies!” Seriously. Go, and make
your reservations while the opportunity still exists.
This year’s inductees include:

DR. STAN L. ALBRECHT

Utah State University President
Years: 2005-Present
Stan L. Albrecht became Utah State University’s
15th president on Feb. 1, 2005. In the ensuing decade he has seen many successes during
his tenure. Under his leadership, the university
launched a comprehensive fundraising campaign that raised $500 million. But Albrecht has
also had a significant impact on the Athletics
Department, where the growth of its infrastructure with the construction of the Jim and Carol
Laub Athletics-Academics Complex, the ICON
Sports Performance Center, the Wayne Estes Center and upcoming renovations to the
west side of what will hence be known as Maverik Stadium has truly been game-changing for the Aggies. Albrecht was also instrumental in USU’s invitation for membership
into the Mountain West Conference in 2012. He also serves on the NCAA Division I
Board of Directors and on the NCAA Board of Governors.

LUCIA CHUDY

Hometown: Woonsocket, R.I.
Sports: Volleyball, Track and Field
Years: 1977-79
One of just four volleyball players in school
history to earn multiple All-America honors,
Lucia Chudy was a great middle blocker for
Utah State during its glory days in the late
1970s. A two-time Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW)
All-American, Chudy helped Utah State to
its only national championship in 1978,
followed by a national runner-up finish
in 1979. Chudy, who was also a two-time
all-IAC selection, helped Utah State to a
123-20-6 (.846) record during her threeyear career. Chudy also excelled as a track
and field athlete and placed third in the high jump at the prestigious Jessie Owens
Invitational during her senior season. She was a member of the U.S. Olympic Volleyball
Team in 1980-1981. She played professional volleyball in Italy for 10 years and was an
assistant coach at Brown University from 1999-2004. In 2008, Chudy and the rest of
the 1978 National Championship volleyball team were inducted into the USU Athletics
Hall of Fame, the first-ever team inducted.
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RAY CORN

Sport: Gymnastics Head Coach
Years: 1978-2008
Ray Corn was hired as Utah State’s
first-ever gymnastics coach, transitioning
the program from club level to NCAA
status, and served in that capacity for 31
years before retiring in 2008. Corn led
the Aggies to the postseason 26 times,
including five trips to the national championships. In 1978, he helped the Aggies
finish 30-4 in his first season. The next
year, the Aggies made the first of four
consecutive trips to the AIAW National
Championships. During his coaching
career, Corn led the Aggies to four Big
West Conference Championships and to
the 2005 Western Gymnastics Conference
Championship. He coached three AllAmericans, three Olympians, three World
University Game Trials competitors and
nine NCAA national qualifiers, was a
six-time conference coach of the year, and
was named the 1991 Midwest Regional
Coach of the Year. Between 1991 and his
retirement in 2008, 32 gymnasts earned
academic All-America honors a total of
50 times under Corn, while 92 gymnasts
received academic all-conference accolades. Furthermore, Corn’s 1990 team
won the NCAA Academic Championship
for the highest team grade point average
in the nation.

A TEAM

KEVIN CURTIS

Hometown: South Jordan, Utah
Sport: Football
Years: 2001-02
One of the most explosive wide receivers
in school history, Kevin Curtis led the nation with 9.1 receptions per game and set
single-season school records for receptions,
receiving yards, most double-digit reception games, most 100-yard receiving games
and most consecutive 100-yard receiving
games, while adding 10 touchdowns during
his walk-on, junior season. Also as a junior,
Curtis ranked third nationally in receiving
yards per game and had 252 receiving yards
against Weber State, the second-most in a
single-game in school history. Curtis again led the team in receptions, receiving yards
and receiving touchdowns during his senior season. He had 16 career 100-yard receiving
games (the best in USU history) to go along with a pair of 200-yard receiving games.
His 7.9 receptions per game in a two-year career are USU’s best ever, as are his four
touchdown receptions of 79 or more yards. Curtis was selected in the third round of
the 2003 National Football League Draft by the St. Louis Rams and spent nine years in
the NFL with the Rams, Philadelphia Eagles, Miami Dolphins, Kansas City Chiefs and
Tennessee Titans.

SPENCER NELSON

Hometown: Pocatello,
Idaho
Sport: Men’s Basketball
Years: 1999, 2003-05
One of the best all-around
talents in school history,
Spencer Nelson was named a
Mid-Major All-American and
the mid-major Player of the
Year by CollegeInsider.com as
a senior in 2005 when he was
the only player in the nation to
average at least15.0 points, 7.0
rebounds and 4.0 assists per game. Nelson was also a first-team all-Big West selection as
a senior, a Big West all-tournament team member, the league’s Hustle Player of the Year
for the third consecutive season, and a member of the United States Basketball Writer’s
All-District VIII team, averaging 16.0 points, 7.9 rebounds and 4.8 assists per game.
Nelson shot 60.0 percent from the field that year, 78.7 percent from the free-throw line,
and finished first in the Big West Conference in assist-to-turnover ratio. He led USU
rebounding for three-straight years. Nelson holds three of the top-10 field goal percentage marks in school history. During his final three years at Utah State, Nelson helped
the Aggies to a 73-21 mark, a shared regular-season championship in 2004 and won
Big West tournament titles and advanced to the NCAA Tournament in 2003 and 2005.
Nelson was a three-time academic all-Big West honoree and one of 16 Aggie greats
named to USU’s All-Century basketball team in 2005. Nelson has spent the past 10
years playing oversees in Germany, Italy, Greece and Spain.

LLOYDENE SEARLE

Hometown: North Ogden, Utah
Sports: Women’s Basketball,
Softball, Volleyball, 			
Softball Head Coach
Years: 1972-75 - Student-Athlete;
1981-97 - Head Coach
Lloydene Searle was the first female to
earn an athletic scholarship in Utah State
history, competing in volleyball, basketball
and softball and being named the school’s
Female Athlete of the Year during her
senior season in 1975. A four-year captain
in each sport she competed in, Searle
earned all-conference honors in both
basketball and softball as well as a Kodak
All-American basketball team nomination. Searle played professional softball for
one year before being named Utah State’s
head softball coach in 1981, when she
led the Aggies to a national championship, their second-straight. In 17 years
as head coach, Searle compiled a record
of 467-345-2 and is the school’s all-time
leader in wins and games coached. She
averaged 30 wins per season and led USU
to the Women’s College World Series five
times. Utah State won a school-record 43
games in 1992, and in 1993, Searle was
named the Big West Conference Coach
of the Year when the Aggies tied for the
league title. Searle was also named the
High Country Athletic Conference Coach
of the Year in 1985. Overall, Utah State
won five conference championships under
Searle. She coached 15 All-Americans, 21
all-region selections and 30 all-conference
honorees. In 2011, Searle and the rest of
the 1981 National Championship softball
team were inducted into the USU Athletics Hall of Fame.
For ticket information to this year’s Hall
of Fame celebration, contact the athletics
ticket office at 435-797-0305, or toll free
at 1-888-UState-1 (1-888-878-2831), or
visit http://www.utahstateaggies.com
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ALUMS of NOTE

1950s
New Name, Big Change for

USU FOOTBALL

A new name and some big changes are coming for Utah State
University’s football stadium. USU football will now be played
on Merlin Olsen Field at Maverik Stadium.
A multi-year partnership between USU and Maverik,
Inc., announced in April, will include the first major renovations of the 47-year-old stadium. The renovations, which
started immediately after the announcement, will forge a new
chapter for the stadium and Utah State Athletics.
The renovations will include:
• Four-story premium seating and press box on the
		 west side
• State-of-the-art media and game operations, 24 luxury
		 suites, 20 loge boxes, 700-plus covered club seats and a
		 premium club area with student-athlete training table
• New restrooms and concessions on the concourse
• Enhanced video boards on both the North and South
		 ends of the stadium.
The name change that is making the renovations possible has the blessing of the E. Lowell “Dick” Romney family.
USU’s stadium was previously named after Romney, the famed
USU football and basketball coach and athletics director for 29
seasons.
“The Romney family has the desire for Utah State football
to continue to grow and be successful and we strongly believe
that this stadium project will go a long way to secure the future
of the program, and will also make for a better fan experience,”
said Richard Romney, the legendary coach’s grandson. “What
grandpa accomplished at Utah State will never be duplicated in
today’s society. We know his name will remain prominent and
continue to have a strong legacy at Utah State. His story will
not be forgotten.”
The first game held at the stadium took place soon after
the stadium’s completion in 1968. Utah State hit New Mexico
with a 28-12 win and the stadium has since hosted many of
the Aggies’ biggest moments.
Fans have cheered the Aggies to a 130-98 record at Romney Stadium. This announcement ushers in a new era at Utah
State University and an opportunity for Aggie athletics to grow
into the future.
“Utah State’s partnership with Maverik is mutually beneficial and makes good business sense,” said Jed Pitcher, chair of
the Stadium Expansion Strategic Planning Committee. “This is
a great day to be an Aggie!”
— Jackson Murphy
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William Adrian Gale ’57, ’92 M.Ed., is completing an eightyear appointment as a member of the Utah State Board for Aging
and Adult Services. The board consists of seven members representing the state of Utah. He was appointed by Gov. Jon Huntsman, Jr., in April, 2007, and this past year has served as the board
chairman.

1970s

John Burns ’73 says two things brought him to USU: his
love of running and love of animals. Legendary Coach Ralph
Maughan offered Burns a track scholarship and he majored in
wildlife managment. Burns retired after 33 years with the Riverside County Parks and Open Space District, the last 18 as an
area manager. Last year he and his wife purchased a small ranch
outside of Paso Robles, Calif., where John hopes to carry on many
of the wildlife management principles he learned at USU over 40
years ago. Every day is a new experience, he says. In between looking after animals, and a little farming, the couple enjoys country
living, especially when they have time to take an occasional trip
up the Big Sur coast to enjoy the breathtaking scenery.

Quite “A” Family
LaRee Wittwer Farrar ’61 pictured (to the left) in 1948 with
her sister Alice Wittwer Sowards ’65 playing around Utah
State’s block A, was kind enough to share not only this historic
photo, but an impressive list of amazing Aggie connections,
too. In addition to the degrees the girls with curls eventually
earned, LaRee writes that brothers Arthur John Wittwer ’75
and Carl Thomas Whittwer ’77 had their own fun at USU.
Both dad, Sylvan Harold Wittwer’ 39, and mom, Maurine
Cottle Wittwer ’40, preceeded them all, though. And, LaRee’s
grandfather, Jesse Lewis Cottle wrote in his journal about taking
a summer-school course in applied arts and music at Utah State,
probably sometime around 1915. Keeping the Aggie tradition
alive, LaRee’s daughter, Selena Farrar Johns ’88, landed at
USU, too. “I thought you might find this interesting,” LaRee
wrote, which, of course, we did. Interesting — and with all
those wiggly curls under the A — wondrously energizing.

IN MEMORIAM

1980s

Mary Kiel ’81, who studied clothing and textiles in USU’s
former College of Family Life, was co-winner for Decorative
Hardware and Trim at the 2014 Envision Design and Ingenuity
Workroom Competition, which culminated in awards presentations made in Las Vegas in February. The competition, the only
one held for the window coverings industry, highlights the skills
and design achievements of individual designers and design firms.
The competition was presented by Window Fashion Vision Magazine. Kiel has been enhancing interiors in homes and businesses
for 26 years and has been married for 34 years.

1990s-2000s

The central Utah ranching family of Jared Johnson ’98 and
Ginger Gittins Johnson ’01 was presented the 2014 Leopold
Conservation Award by the Sand County Foundation in partnership with the Utah Farm Bureau Federation, the Utah Cattleman’s
Association and Western AgCredit. The award is based on the
ethical relationship between people and the land they own and
manage as called for by Aldo Leopold in his quintessential work,
A Sand County Almanac. It celebrates private landowners who
exemplify the spirit of Leopold’s land ethic, individuals or families
dedicated to leaving their land better than how they found it.
Jared and Ginger own and operate the Johnson Mountain Ranch
in the Sevier Valley with Jared’s parents, Stuart Johnson ’65
and Carma Johnson. With help from The Grazing Improvement
Program, NRCS, Division of Wildlife Resources, USU Extension and others, the family has worked to improve the health and
productivity of the ranch. Their practices include developing a rotational grazing program, removing juniper and other brush and
reseeding spring range infested with cheat grass. Wildlife is always
considered when seed planting, fence building and in regard to
pasture utilization. The Leopold Conservation Award winner
receives an Aldo Leopold crystal and $10,000. Also noteworthy,
Ginger Johnson’s brother, Ben Gittins ’05 Att., and his wife,
Amy, received the 2014 Young Farmer and Rancher Achiever
Award from the Idaho Farm Bureau Federation. The award celebrated the Franklin County couple for excellence in operations
and leadership. It included a Polaris ATV and a trip to attend the
American Farm Bureau Annual Convention in Nashville. Hard
work on the farm also paid off for another of Ginger’s brothers.
Jeffry R. Gittins ’04 is a past valedictorian in USU’s College of
Agriculture and Applied Sciences, earned his Juris Doctor from
the J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Young University,
served as a clerk to the Honorable Justice Jill N. Parrish of the
Utah Supreme Court and is now partner at Salt Lake City’s Smith
Hartvigsen, PLLC — practicing primarily in the areas of water
law and land use.

Through May 31, 2015

1930s

Alda Mable Allan (Rees) ’38, Mar. 1, UT
Neta E. Allen (Eskelson) ’38 Att, Apr. 5, UT
Gladys Markham Bell ’39, Apr. 3, UT		
Arlette H. Day ’39 Att, Feb. 17, UT		
Ross Evans ’39 Att, Feb. 24, TX		
Christie L. Haynes (Hermansen) ’38 Att,
Feb. 25, NV		
Lyle E. Holmgren ’36, Apr. 13, UT		
James R. Kotter ’39, Mar. 1, ID		
Gladys H. Patterick ’39, Apr. 27, UT		
Maxine R. Porter ’39, Mar. 16, UT

1940s		

Chall Allred ’42, ’48MS, Feb. 21, UT		
Lee R. Barton ’46 Att, Jan. 30, UT		
Owen L. Brough ’46, ’47MS, Jan. 20, CA
Mary Lenkersdorfer Cooper ’40, Apr. 26, TX
Cathleen Deakin ’46, Feb. 15, UT		
Gail B. Duncan ’46, Feb. 6, UT		
Leslie S. Dunn, Jr. ’49, ’54MS, Feb. 27, UT
Melvin Harper Dunn ’41, Jun. 5, WA		
Norda F. Emmett (Fife) ’48, Mar. 3, UT
Arnold Finchum ’49, ’59MS, Mar. 13, UT
Darrol T. Fluckiger ’49, Mar. 25, WY		
Darwin Gubler ’40, Feb. 28, UT		
Donna Ham (Ballard) ’42, Mar. 6, SD		
Rulan S. Hansen ’48, ’52MS, Mar. 26, IA
Martha Hudman Higgins ’49, Feb. 16, WY
Barbara Fitzgerald Hulme ’44 Att, Apr. 17,
UT		
Norman B. Jones ’49, Apr. 8, UT		
Dell E. Jorgensen ’43, Feb. 5, CA		
Maxine B. Laser (Burgoyne) ’44, Apr. 5, UT
LaJune Leishman (Bogh) ’49, Mar. 12, UT
Bennion N. Lloyd ’49, Jan. 29, UT		
Virginia Duffin Howe Malin ’42 Att, Mar. 7,
UT		
Glen L. Nielson ’47, Mar. 10, ID		
Earl D. Peterson ’49, Apr. 9, UT		
Dean J. Rogers ’42, Jan. 31, UT		
Lafe K. Shumway ’47, Feb. 25, UT		
Colonel Bill Twitchell ’43, Feb. 7, UT		
Louise W. Wagstaff (Willie) ’48, Apr. 17, UT
Lewis G. Weathers ’49, ’51MS, Mar. 6, CA
William V. Wright ’40, Apr. 13, UT

1950s		

Jay Anderson ’57, Mar. 2, UT		
Beth H. Bauman ’51, Mar. 24, ND		
Virginia A. Bernhisel ’50, Feb. 1, UT		
Marriner F. Bingham ’52, Mar. 5, ID		
Keith Coleman Brown ’54, Apr. 15, ID		
Archie M. Brugger ’51, Feb. 2, UT		
Howard D. Burtchett ’50, Feb. 20, OR		
Arthur Cahoon ’54, ’66MBA, Apr. 13, UT
Emma Louise Carter Chambers ’55, Jan. 27,
ID		
Jack T. Cleveland ’51, Feb. 28, ID		
Donald S. Cooper ’58MED, ’72EDD, 		
Apr. 15, CA		
Lois Holman Critchfield ’56 Att, Mar. 24,
CA
Donald Daines ’52, ’71MS, Feb. 2, UT		
James DiGiuseppe ’52, Feb. 8, CA		
David Owen Donohoo ’59, Apr. 24, UT
LaVon S. Fife ’50, ’51MS, Apr. 9, UT		
Ramona D. Glauser (Bell) ’50 Att, Jan. 30, AZ
Donald L. Hagen ’58, Oct. 2, CO		
Harold D. Hancock ’58, Jan. 30, WA		
Barbara Hale Harris ’51 Att, Feb. 14, ID
Lewis Eugene Hawkes ’51, Feb. 15, MT
Major Vernon M. Hughes ’52, Apr. 8, UT
Mirl B. Hymas ’51, Feb. 2, UT		
Stanley D. Jarvis ’50, Mar. 31, CA		
Victor R. Jensen ’55, Apr. 7, UT		
Cherie J. Justice ’59, Feb. 19, UT		
Don A. Krambule ’50, Feb. 8, UT		
Helen Holyoak Langston ’58, Feb. 16, MN
Wendell E. Lewis ’51, Apr. 24, UT		
Ben W. Lindsay ’59MS, Mar. 11, UT		
Colonel Owen E. Litz ’50, Mar. 26, UT

John Macioce ’51, Mar. 7, MO		
Bazil Odair Majors ’58, Apr. 20, UT		
Jerry R. Martin ’58, Apr. 18, UT		
Robert McGregor ’51, Feb. 20, UT		
Frank P. Newell ’50, Sept. 20, OH		
Dale Nielsen ’51, ’58MS, Mar. 7, UT		
Harl M. Noble ’54, Mar. 20, UT		
Marlene Peck ’58, Apr. 23, WA		
John L. Phillips ’54, Mar. 11, UT		
William B. Pike ’56, Feb. 28, NV		
Virgil E. Powell ’56MED, Feb. 12, ID		
Robert L. Powelson ’51, ’54MS, Mar. 9, OR
John R. Price ’50, Mar. 2, TX		
Donald R. Quayle ’52, ’63MS, Apr. 17, MD
Vaunda Oliverson Rallison ’56, Mar. 31, ID
Charles M. Rowland ’52, Feb. 13, AZ		
Collins N. Rowley ’59, Mar. 28, AZ		
Noel Shuldberg ’56, Mar. 7, UT		
Faye Shupe (Chambers) ’53, Feb. 27, UT
Ray G. Slaugh ’54, Feb. 10, WA		
John W. Steinitz ’53, Feb. 26, CA		
Dean Stringham ’50, Mar. 1, UT		
Randolyn S. Thompson ’57 Att, Mar. 2, UT
Claude J. Turner ’50, Mar. 9, UT		
Norman A. VanWagoner ’58, Mar. 11, UT
Wayne O. Westergard ’57, Apr. 22, UT		
Wayne W. Wimmer ’57, Apr. 25, UT

1960s		

Lowell Anderson ’63, ’67MS, Jan. 3, WA
Spencer H. Atkinson ’69, Mar. 23, ID		
Gretchen Vanderhoff Baird ’68 Att, Feb. 7, UT
Gail Allen Benroth ’69, Mar. 19, UT		
George E. Benson ’60, ’65MBA, Apr. 7, WA
David E. Blackner ’62, Feb. 9, UT		
Karl Christensen ’64, Feb. 28, NV		
Marilyn Clayton ’67, Mar. 7, UT		
Margaret Bott Coleman ’65, Apr. 16, UT
Elden M. Curtis ’60, Mar. 13, UT		
Royal V. Ellis ’61, Feb. 3, UT		
Rulon Ewell ’65, Feb. 11, UT		
George O. Frazier ’67, Mar. 26, UT		
George Alfred Hawkins ’60, Apr. 5, UT
Helen M. Hepworth ’61, Jan. 29, UT		
Gary E. Holt ’62, Jan. 31, UT		
Larry E. Hone ’64, Mar. 9, UT		
LaVere H. Jenkins ’60, Apr. 14, OH		
Glendon H. Jones ’60, Feb. 17, OH		
Robert G. Jump ’61, Feb. 8, NC		
Marlin K. Loosle ’60, Mar. 28, UT		
Mary B. Losee (Bingham) ’65, Mar. 1, UT
Phil F. Marstella ’60, Feb. 14, UT		
Lucille M. Minor ’69, Apr. 6, UT		
William M. Moore ’67 Att, Apr. 19, UT
David L. Nelson ’61, ’63MS, Feb. 16, UT
Rulon Kay Newell ’69MS, Feb. 18, UT		
Irene D. Parker ’63 Att, Feb. 17, UT		
David L. Pearce ’64, ’70MS, Apr. 18, UT
Duane R. Price ’64, ’66MS, Mar. 1, UT
George O. Rampton ’69, Apr. 11, UT		
Renn E. Robinson ’66, Mar. 22, UT		
Tatsuji Shiratori ’60, Mar. 4, NM		
Dennie L. Simonson ’61, Jan. 26, SD		
Joseph R. Smith ’61, Mar. 27, NM		
Ruth Warner Stevens ’67MED, Mar. 17, UT
Howard M. Taylor ’62, Apr. 25, UT		
Lynn P. Thomson ’63, Mar. 10, ID		
Onda L. Thorstensen ’61, Feb. 21, UT		
Nelda Tippets (Yost) ’63, Feb. 11, UT		
Steven H. Viehweg ’63, ’64MS, Apr. 8, UT
Paul A. Ward ’61, Apr. 1, ID		
Melvin J. Woodward ’60, Mar. 2, UT		
Annette M. Wright ’60, Mar. 17, UT		
Lawrence Lee Wright ’61, Mar. 1, UT		
James B. Zobell ’60, Feb. 4, UT		
Carter N. Zundel ’61, Mar. 22, UT
			
			
1970s		
Daniel Wayne Anderson ’75, Apr. 11, UT
Phyllis Bergquist (Hollingsworth) ’72, Apr. 2, UT
R. Bruce Christiansen ’72, ’82, Feb. 28, UT
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Bryce G. Coates ’70, Apr. 5, UT		
Brent H. Craven ’70, Feb. 7, UT		
John M. Henderson ’75, Jan. 19, WY		
Colonel Larry L. Kemp ’73, Apr. 5, FL		
Carol Larson (Dobson) ’71, Jan. 30, ID
John Lindstrom ’73, Apr. 15, UT		
Karol Meryhew (Allred) ’75, Apr. 1, UT
Nordale N. Nervig ’75MS, ’78EDD, 		
Mar. 24, UT		
Marie Olsen (Fuhriman) ’77, ’81MSS, 		
Mar. 21, UT		
Kent E. Perry ’78 Att, Mar. 15, UT		
Russell M. Rasmussen ’74MS, Mar. 24, UT
Brent W. Roberts ’72, ’79MS, Feb. 17, UT
Debra Thompson Robinson ’75, Feb. 28, UT
Steve L. Saxton ’74, Apr. 28, TX		
Charles F. Seager ’73 Att, Mar. 21, ID		
Joseph C. Stoddard ’76, Mar. 21, UT		
Claudia Sundberg ’70, Mar. 16, UT		
Charlotte A. Walter (Woody) ’70MS, 		
Jan. 28, OK		
Danny Keith Watts ’70, Apr. 15, UT		
Eric William White ’77, Mar. 14, UT		
Doyle Vern Wilson ’73, Mar. 12, UT
			
		
1980s		
Denise Olson Cutler ’84, Apr. 21, WA		
Debra Ann Land (Mace) ’87, Mar. 9, UT
Jeff N. Leishman ’88, Apr. 3, UT		
Brenda Hillman Sewell ’83, Mar. 8, ID		
Graham W. Smith ’87PHD, Apr. 8, MD
Bud L. Trappett ’87, Mar. 4, UT		
Sharon Weston (Holt) ’80, Mar. 22, UT

1990s		

Michael Scott Bailey ’91MED, Mar. 31, UT
Jaise A. Batty ’97, Apr. 17, UT		
Jason A. Dickie ’97 Att, Mar. 29, UT		
Paul Anthony Gehred ’93MS, Feb. 21, OH
Gay A. Harper ’97, Feb. 12, UT		
Brett Ira Johnson ’97, Feb. 10, NV		
Laaryssa Karringten-Sinclaire ’99MS, 		
Mar. 24, UT		
Julie A. Levi ’96, Mar. 1, CO		
Matthew J. Rasmussen ’99MS, Mar. 22, UT
Lisa Ramona Saunders ’90MS, Jul. 25, TX
Andrea Watts Saxton ’98, Mar. 11, UT		
Patrice A. Swain ’98, ’01, Apr. 7, UT		
Michael S. Watt ’93, Apr. 16, ID
		

2000s		

Debra Anne Carlson ’08PHD, Feb. 20, UT
Mark P. Dungan ’02MFA, Mar. 5, WA		
Ron D. Greer ’01, ’10MS, Apr. 27, UT		
Linda Sue Hall-Boyd (Hall) ’05, Feb. 4, UT
Sam Kienow ’03 Att, Mar. 24, UT		
Rachel Martinez ’01, Mar. 10, UT		
Luann Staheli ’08MED, Feb. 9, UT		
Jessica A. Tilahun (Barney) ’01, Mar. 26,
Phillip Guy Toone ’07, Feb. 8, UT
		

2010s		

Matthew Thomas Anderson Apr. 21, ID
Paul S. Kirby ’12PHD, Apr. 17, UT		
Sage Peragallo ’13, Feb. 16, UT
			

FRIENDS

Nathan A. Adams Mar. 2, UT		
Alan J. Alder Apr. 7, UT		
Brady Anderson Mar. 10, UT		
Jorri Anderson Apr. 9, UT		
Kayleen Baird Feb. 13		
Norman H. Bangerter Apr. 14, UT		
Margaret Baugh Feb. 3 		
Dorothy Bearnson Apr. 13, UT		
Eric Beckham Apr. 15, UT		
Carl Bell Apr. 23, UT		
Dean Bench Apr. 7, UT		
Maynard Bennett Feb. 4, ID		
Lucinda Bird Feb. 18, UT		
Rea Bleggi Mar. 5, UT		
Milt Bodily Mar. 8, AZ		
Ronald Boulter Feb. 25, WA		
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Kim Briggs Apr. 21, UT		
Kathy Brixey Feb. 11, UT		
Norma Broadbent Feb. 11, UT		
Dorothy Burdis Apr. 1, UT		
Diana Chaney Jan. 12, UT		
Elisa F. Corn Feb. 25, UT		
Deedee Corradini Mar. 1, UT		
Nora Ann Crossley Mar. 10, UT		
Suzan Davenport Mar. 26, UT		
Peter J. Dirkmaat Feb. 9, ID		
Misao Doi Feb. 24, UT		
Gemma S. Dooley (Seppi) Feb. 23, UT		
James H. Drury Apr. 7, UT		
Armanda A. Easter Apr. 20, UT		
William Eckhardt Mar. 7, UT		
Donald Enger Mar. 25, UT		
Jon C. Erickson Mar. 5, UT		
Claudia Eschler Apr. 20, UT		
Michael Fisher Jun. 30, ID		
Miles K. Flake Dec. 11, UT		
Joan Floyd (Danielson) Apr. 18, UT		
Doris F. Gardner (Fullerton) Apr. 1, NV
Fern Gibson Apr. 8, UT		
Barlow Gilbert Feb. 2, ID		
Todd Goddard Feb. 2, UT		
Suzanne Goldsmith Apr. 3, UT		
Luisa Golisz Apr. 7, UT		
Alfred W. Hammett Feb. 26, UT		
Evelyn Bacon Hansen Feb. 9, UT		
Paul L. Hansen Mar. 1, ID		
Laurie S. Hart Feb. 11, UT		
Ron Hedin Feb. 3, UT		
Melvin E. Hill Mar. 21, UT		
Marian V. Howard Dec. 7, UT		
Gilbert Henry Iker Mar. 9, UT		
Winnifred Jardine Feb. 20, UT		
J. Bryce Jensen Mar. 9, ID		
Raymond V. Jensen Apr. 27, UT		
J. Clarke Jones Feb. 16, UT		
Robert Jones Jun. 9, UT		
Cathy Jorgensen Feb. 7, UT		
Larry Ross Kidman Mar. 16, UT		
Walter Knapp Feb. 25, ID		
Don Kranendonk Feb. 27, UT		
Dorothy R. LaRoy (Reddington) Feb. 6, NV
Jeanne Larsen Mar. 15, UT		
J. Bruce Larson Apr. 19, UT		
Amanda Lewis Mar. 21, OR		
Shauna K. Madson Mar. 15, UT		
Glenna B. Marx (Bair) Mar. 23, UT		
Claudia H. Matekovic (Hawks) Apr. 1, CO
Urla J. Maxfield Mar. 22, UT		
Daryl J. McCarty, Sr. Feb. 8, UT		
Heidi Mock Mar. 20, UT
David Molyneux Feb. 14, UT		
Gene H. Moser Mar. 15, UT		
Paul Ozmun Mar. 27, UT		
Joseph J. Palmer Mar. 16, UT		
Allen B. Parker Jan. 27, UT		
Nick Patel Mar. 2, UT		
Shannon Pecht Apr. 17, UT		
Robert G. Peterson Feb. 8, UT		
Anne H. Pinnock Apr. 7, UT		
Janet C. Radman Feb. 3, UT		
Joyce Rapp Mar. 17, UT		
John D. Rappleye Feb. 26, UT		
Donald H. Riding Apr. 8, AZ		
Betty Jean Rutledge Apr. 12, UT		
Terry D. Sadler Mar. 27, UT		
Elmer Sandberg Feb. 20, UT		
Gilbert W. Scharffs Feb. 26, UT		
Ann L. Shipp Apr. 17, UT		
Helen Shipp (Shaw) Mar. 10, NV		
Rex E. Smith Jan. 28, UT		
Doris Sonne Apr. 2, UT		
Chiyoko Takemoto Mar. 14, UT		
Norman Tanner Feb. 12, UT		
Irene G. Thomson Mar. 26, UT		
Marsha Russell Torr Mar. 9, NC		
Ted E. Tucker Mar. 6, UT		

Lynn Vinson Mar. 22, UT		
Viola Visser Apr. 23, UT		
J. Wayne Watterson Mar. 11, UT		
Dorothy C. Weaver Feb. 3, UT		
George Weinstein Apr. 17, CA		
Bob Wells Mar. 15, UT		
Robert Whiting Mar. 26, UT		
Catherine Wilkins Apr. 18, UT		
Ray Winn Mar. 8, UT
Robert M. Winston Apr. 13, UT		
Gene L. Wooldridge Feb. 13, CO		
Kathy Wyatt Apr. 1, UT		
Julie Wynn Apr. 22, UT		
		

ATTENDERS		

Max E. Anderson Att, Apr. 10, UT		
Dean Smith Arnold Att, Apr. 24, ID
Darlene K. Baker (Wilson) Att, Feb. 2, UT
Annie M. Barlow (Heaps) ’73 Att, Feb. 11,
UT		
Lindley Boyd Faulkner ’76 Att, Feb. 16, UT
Betty R. Fitzgerald Bell ’60 Att, Feb. 25, UT
Steve Bevan ’70 Att, Feb. 22, UT
Wendle Bailey Black Att, Mar. 12
Brianna Blackham ’15 Att, Apr. 17, UT
Edwin Aldous Bingham ’70 Att, Apr. 16, UT
Ronald Wallace Bitton ’63 Att, Mar. 17, UT
Chad H. Boseman ’02 Att, Mar. 18, UT
Ronald Dell Brown ’68 Att, Apr. 17, UT
Ruth Rasmussen Buchanan Feb. 18, NM
Paul G. Butterfield ’82 Att, Mar. 19, UT
Marie Budge Chambers ’41 Att, Mar. 11, UT
Julia Cheskaty ’45 Att, Mar. 12, CO
Chester Hyrum Christensen Att, Jan. 31, UT
Darlene P. Christensen (Poulson) Feb. 1, UT
Don L. Christensen Att, Mar. 6, UT		
Ray Christensen Feb. 27, UT		
Rebecca Reeder Cluff Att, Mar. 4, WA		
Ardell Coffey Att, Apr. 14, AZ		
Chase Erle Compton ’17 Att, Feb. 25, UT
Gerald Copatch Feb. 22, UT		
Mary Cox Apr. 14, UT		
William J. Crissman, Sr. Mar. 5, UT		
Dan Dance Mar. 17, UT		
Reese Davis Att, Apr. 13, UT		
Betty Spalding Dye ’51 Att, Feb. 19, UT
Geraldine Ekins (Taylor) Att, Feb. 17, UT
Elma Miner Emery Att, Apr. 25, UT		
John J. Espinoza Jan. 27, UT		
Billy H. Flynn Att, Jan. 25, NV		
Connie Francom (Stock) ’50 Att, Feb. 27,
UT Shad Andrew Garbett Att, Apr. 12, UT
Samuel R. Garrett, Jr Att, Mar. 19, WA
James F. Garrison Att, Mar. 14, UT
James D. Giles Att, Apr. 26, UT		
Justin Maitland Graham ’14 Att, Apr. 3, ID
Bernice Kofoed Greenwood Att, Feb. 18, UT
Barbara A. Hales Feb. 2, UT		
Herbert Hardgrave Mar. 10, AZ		
Myles Owen Harris Att, Feb. 21, UT		
Samuel T. Harrison Mar. 19
Dal Marr H. Hellstrom Att, Feb. 10, UT
Kay F. Herzog ’57 Att, Mar. 19, UT		
Tiffany N. Hester ’17 Att, Mar. 24, UT
Jane Cherrington Hinckley ’51 Att, Feb. 13,
UT
Brenda Jacobson Holden ’87 Att, Apr. 2, UT
Karrie L. Johnson Hummel Att, Mar. 29, UT
RaeOna J. Huntsman (Jensen) Apr. 13, UT
Carol W. Hurst (Watkins) Att, Feb. 11, UT
Ceylon B. Jacobsen Att, Apr. 12, UT		
Launa Lee Jensen (Stowell) ’73 Att, Mar. 12,
UT		
Dwayne Marlin Johnson Att, Mar. 30, UT
Pete C. Jones Att, Mar. 12, UT		
Raymond Jones Att, Mar. 3, UT		
Ronald G. Jones Mar. 30, UT		
Sharon J. Jones Feb. 9, UT		
Brenda K. LaGrone Att, Feb. 11, UT		

Keep in
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Genevieve A. LeFevre (Anderson) Att, 		
Feb. 11, UT
Betty Lou Lemon (Pearce) Att, Jan. 30, UT
Susan Lightfoot Att, Apr. 18, CA		
Bonita T. LLoyd Att, Feb. 3, ID		
Janet Harris Low ’52 Att, Apr. 17, UT
Glen Lucherini ’58 Att, Mar. 12, UT
Frank Lucas Att, Apr. 20, UT		
Gregory M. Lund Att, Apr. 2, MN
Velda Campbell Lye ’85 Att, Feb. 15, UT
Bryant Lloyd Madsen ’70 Att, Mar. 28, UT
Dana K. Mahoney Att, Apr. 16, UT		
Donald D. Marshall Att, Apr. 1, UT		
Ferne Snyder Matthews Att, Feb. 5, UT
David L. McArthur ’59 Att, Mar. 20, AZ
Dorothy McIntire (Georgeson) Att, 		
Apr. 15, UT
John McKean Att, Feb. 5, UT		
Non Merrill Jan. 30, UT		
Louise Park Mills ’73 Att, Mar. 8, UT
Joyce Hunsaker Miller Att, Mar. 29
Larry L. Montgomery Att, Apr. 4, UT		
Arnold C. Nelson Att, Apr. 22, UT		
Tyler Wayman Newton Att, Feb. 16, WA
Don D. Nielsen Att, Feb. 3, UT		
Clarence V. Otte ’50 Att, Feb. 5, ID
Clint L. Pappas Att, Apr. 18, UT		
Mathew J. Peczuh Att, Apr. 14, UT		
Ruth Ann Bunderson Pehrson Apr. 19, UT
Ross Perri Att, Mar. 12, UT		
Marva Godfrey Pitcher ’75 Att, Mar. 1, UT
Neil V. Price ’69 Att, Mar. 24, UT
Gary P. Randall Att, Jan. 30, UT		
Anton Jesse Rasmussen Att, Feb. 6		
Ina Rasmussen (Wilkins) Att, Apr. 8, ID
Richard L. Rasmussen Att, Feb. 3, UT
Le Grand E. Reeder ’56 Att, Apr. 9, UT
Vearl R. Rich Att, Mar. 15, ID		
Michael D. Richards Att, Feb. 10, UT		
Clynn W. Richman Att, Feb. 28, UT		
Ronald Ross Feb. 15, TX		
David Trader Russell Att, Feb. 22, PA		
Vilda Ronnow-Hill ’40 Att, Mar. 19, UT
James Lee Saindon Att, Apr. 5, UT		
Ida S. Sanders (Savage) ’50 Att, Apr. 4, UT
Gloria A. Skanchy (Pappas) ’60 Att, Feb. 22,
CA
Gary Richard Smith Att, Apr. 17, UT		
Wilbur L. Snelson Att, Feb. 14, UT		
Vincent A. Sondej Att, Feb. 1, VT		
Carrol Sondrup (Nelson) Att, Feb. 15, UT
Stephen S. Stanford ’42 Att, Feb. 27, UT
Joseph M. Starnes ’92 Att, Mar. 19, UT
Michael B. Steadman ’84 Att, Mar. 13, UT
Feron Richard Stock Att, Feb. 2, UT		
William R. Stuart Att, Apr. 16, UT		
Joyce Tarbet (Buxton) ’74 Att, Sept. 26, UT
Yolanda Thomas (Archuleta) ’79 Att, 		
Feb. 24, FL
Richard W. Tippets ’45 Att, Apr. 27, UT
Keith R. Todd Att, Mar. 20, UT		
Timothy Jacob Tuke Att, Feb. 25, UT		
Garn D. Turner Att, Mar. 3, UT		
Paul E. Tweddell Att, Apr. 21, UT		
Clifford Valdez Feb. 28, UT		
Neal VanOrden ’62 Att, Apr. 3, UT
Geri von Niederhausern Att, Apr. 16		
Clairene Jones Warner ’60 Att, Mar. 2, UT
Van Washburn Mar. 11, UT		
Myrna L. Watterson Apr. 11, UT		
JoAnn Richardson Wehner Att, Apr. 14, UT
John B. White Att, Apr. 23, UT		
Kalvin Mills Wilde Att, Apr. 21, UT		
Jeffrey West Wilkinson ’78 Att, Apr. 20, UT
Frayne Williams Att, Jan. 30, UT		
Jean Williams Att, Apr. 1, UT		
Mary Etta Williams (MacDonald) Att, 		
Apr. 15, UT
Kurt Stephen Wright Att, Apr. 12, UT
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STAY AND MEET ABOVE IT ALL

· 74 guest rooms & suites
· 17,300 square feet of year-round
meeting space
· Unique meeting venues all
across campus
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· Professional conference management
and registration services
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